them at all. The ruby red nose of the Bussard collector is so dark it looks like a gaping black mouth. The blue
glow of the warp field generators is gone leaving only the gray grid. I can't even see the running lights from this
position. If there was no light coming from the nearby planet and station, the scorched off-white hull of the ship
might not be visible.
I check the self-contained 100-year generator in the corner of the lounge out of habit. It and others are silently
making just enough power to keep the maintenance lights, radio beacon, running lights, and a few other less
essential items going. The captain insisted on them even though he knew it was over. But it's not quite over for
me. I have one last thing to do.
I take the small box out of my pocket and savor it for a minute. The metal is old and the paint has been worn off.
Only the raised detailing survives. I pop open the lid, revealing the old key nestled in the rich burgundy velvet I
lined the box with. The key is very old. Its almost worn lettering is supposed to be the name of an old ground car
manufacturer. I don't know. I do know it is centuries old and it was for a vehicle - which is why I chose it.
On the wall between two of the windows is the keyhole - the only keyhole on the ship. All of my ships have one
somewhere, never the same place twice. I can see that this one has been touched by many of the crew,
wondering what it does. It doesn't do anything physical, but it is important to me. I take one last slow look
around and then quickly insert the key. With a wink at the stars, I turn the key from ON to OFF.
<EOF>

